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HWCC Regular Stuff 

Wednesdays @ West Wycombe Village Hall 
7:15pm Core Fitness & Keep-fit or Turbo 
This is designed to strengthen your core and im-
prove your fitness.  New or interested members 
welcome. 

9:00pm    Pub chat. 
After Keep-fit join us for a chat. 

Sundays @ High Wycombe High Street 
9am   Club Runs. 

The main group goes at a steady pace and no-one 
gets left behind.  The distance varies between 50 
- 80 miles but there is always a cafe stop mid way 
to refuel. 
At times there will be other faster or slower 
groups depending on the numbers that turn 
up. 
For all other information keep a check on the 
Club’s Message Board at 
www.highwycombecc.org/wheels 

High Wycombe CC 
Water Bottles !! 

Just £3 

THE EDITOR’s PANTS 

Chippos rant 
So , here we are , the long awaited sprocket 
As im sure raggy will allude to in his rant 

we are moving away from monthly editions 

and focusing on dropping in editions as an 

when we have enough to fill the mag. 
What a few months , TDF win by sastre and 

Lance is back – crazy times. 
Myself I have just recently completed a 

recon of the lapebie cyclosportive in Luchon 

France . I did the easy event ( 3 distances ) 

as I just was not fit enough to do the long 

lapebie . Ossie assam has already or is in 

the middle of producing the report so have 

a read and ponder doing this very French 

cyclosportive yourself next year, it was 

rather awesome. 
Word of note , white kit and orange 

euskatel kit are the big viability thing for 

winter – you heard it here first fashionistas 

Raggy’s rant 
So do you want to know the facts, do 

you?  Unlike the rest of this issue of The 

Sprocket, it’s not pleasant reading. 

Whereas your devoted Editors have 

worked hard to make sure that what you 

read is inspiring, uplifting, emotional and 

passionate, we can’t do anything about 

the next few sentences, we really can’t. 

We’d like to bring you far happier reading 

but these are the facts, plain and simple. 

Unadulterated and pure.  Ready, OK. 
The average temperature for the Summer 

2008 was 14.1° C and the average daily 

temperature never got above 20° C! 

The rainfall for this and last summer 

totals 684.4mm.   I told you it wasn’t 

pleasant reading, unless you are one of 

our readers from Cyprus, South Africa, 

Australia or Mars. 
The Sprocket won’t be monthly from now 
on, unfortunatley we have to work so we 
will do them regularly and publish when 
we get enough good articles and info for 
you to read.  I think you’ll get a better 
mag each time, this issue has 33% more 
pages than ever before so you’ll need a 
bigger cup of tea or your family will have 
to wait to get into the lav for a bit 
longer.  Enjoy and let us have your words. 
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“2 f“2 f“2 f“2 f“2 finish is 2 win”inish is 2 win”inish is 2 win”inish is 2 win”inish is 2 win” 

Etape du Tour 2008 by Peter Grace 
Six months of preparation finally came to an end on Sunday 6th July when I took on L’Etape du Tour for the first time.  Pau 
– Hautacam (stage 10 of this year’s Tour de France) covered 169km (105 miles), and took in the mighty Col du Tourmalet 
– at 2115m the highest road in the Pyrenees, before a mountain-top finish at the ski station of Hautacam, another 15km 
climb gaining 1,000m in altitude. 

It proved to be a memorable weekend, not least because of what went on before the ride itself.  I arrived in the Pyrenees 
with a bike but no suitcase, and so I had to buy myself some new kit and reconsider my 

nutrition strategy having packed all of my bars, gels and energy 
powder in the suitcase.  When I was 

eventually reunited with it on the Sunday 
evening after the ride it emerged that the 

suitcase had been sent to Switzerland 
instead – thanks very much Easyjet. 

When I managed to break the bolt 
on my seatpost whilst putting the 

bike back together on Friday 
afternoon, it seemed 

everything was conspiring 
against me to make the 

weekend as difficult as 
possible.  I was 

therefore extremely 
thankful to Frank 

Fallon, who I 
bumped into on 

the Saturday 
morning in 
Lourdes 

where I was staying.  He very kindly drove me to a bike shop just out of town that he’d seen on the way in.  Bike fixed and 
kit purchased, I was as ready as I was going to be for the main event. 

The situation was far from perfect, and the kit that I’d bought (jersey, arm warmers and shorts to go with the gillet that I’d 
packed in my hand luggage) seemed woefully inadequate for the forecasted weather at the top of the mountains, but I was 
here now and I was going to give it my best shot.  Although when I left England I had the objective of getting as close to 
seven hours as possible, I was now drawing inspiration from a text message that I’d received from my uncle Melvyn.  The 
closing words were quite simple but just what I needed to read - “2 finish is 2 win”. 

And so it came to Sunday morning at 7 o’clock and the start of the event.  I wanted to savour every moment of the Etape, 
taking in the magnitude of it all, and as we made our way out of Pau along the main roads I was able to do just that.  After 
everything that had gone on before I was now exactly where I wanted to be, pedalling smoothly, feeling at one with the bike 
and being sucked along at about 21-23 mph.  The persistent drizzle and spray coming off the road was an irrelevance at 
this stage. 

Visually it was spectacular, especially when we came to a slight rise and you could see hundreds of cyclists spread 
across the road all of the way in front.  In the UK we always talk about looking to get in a good group in sportives.  In the 
Etape there were no groups, not even a peloton, just a continuous flowing stream of riders.  The rather loose rules of the 
road were that the slower riders kept to right so that faster riders could make up ground on the left.  Feeling good and 
knowing that my heart rate was well under control, I was able to join some of the faster trains that were developing and 
make good progress, getting up towards 25 mph at times without over-exerting myself. 

At one stage I heard a shout of “Hey, High Wycombe!”  When I looked around I didn’t recognise who it was but it turned 
out to be Shaun, who’s been out on a few club runs with us.  I stuck with him and chatted for a little while, before we got 
separated going through one of the villages where a bottleneck had formed as the road narrowed. 

Through all the villages en route we were greeted with fantastic support from hoardes of spectators, and it felt great to be a 
part of the show.  Every now and then I’d wave back and they would cheer even louder.  The first uncategorised climb came 
after about 25km and was easy enough on the legs, the main requirement was just to remain alert and avoid any daft slow- 
speed crashes.  The descent was taken very slowly as the congestion continued, before it was on to the first 3rd category 
climb after 53km. 



That came and went without difficulty, 
and the same could be said of the 
second 3rd category climb at Loucrup 
after 80km.  Neither seemed any longer 
or harder than Aston Hill closer to 
home, and I just took them steadily with 
my heart rate nicely under control.  In 
between came the first feed station just 
before Lourdes where I stocked up with 
some proper energy food after 
eventually forcing my way through the 
crowds. 

With the warm-up climbs out of the way, 
the real challenges of the day were now 
looming.  As we approached the village 
of Campan after 95km the tension was 
definitely mounting.  The stream of 
riders was now eerily silent, except for 
the sound of pedals turning and 
freewheels ticking.  If it were a clear day 
then the challenge ahead would be 
staring us in the face, but on this day 
we would be heading up into the clouds 
and all the unknowns that lay within 
them. 

From Campan the road started to rise 
very gradually for a few kilometres and 
at this stage I was fresh, conscious that 
I’d not let my heart rate get above 85% 
and pleased with my ride so far.  I was 
also nervous, and took the opportunity 
to have my third ‘pitstop’ of the day in a 
hedge to the side of the road where a 
few others had stopped to do the same. 
It was only after I’d completed the act 
that I noticed that the hedge was 
actually bordering someone’s front 
garden.  A slight lapse in concentration 
and etiquette, but still, when in Rome… 

Starting the Col du Tourmalet I 
continued to feel good, and was in 
sufficiently fit state to appreciate the 

irony as we passed the ‘17km au sommet’ sign.  Just after that sign was a bakery proudly advertising that, like many 
bakeries all around the world, its speciality product was bread, or as the French call it, “PAIN”. 

Just as I had hoped, I was able to get myself into a nice steady climbing rhythm on the lower slopes, and the signs to 
mark each kilometre were passing with surprising frequency.  I was still feeling good, passing lots of riders, but all the 
while as we ascended further into the cloud the visibility was reducing and I was conscious that this giant beast of a 
mountain was probably lulling me into a false sense of security. 

Somewhere between nine and eight kilometres from the top it started to get the better of me.  Visibility was down to 
about 20 metres and the spots of precipitation on my glasses were a further annoyance that contributed to a feeling of 
disorientation.  Over the next couple of kilometres this sense was beginning to be compounded by the all too familiar 
signs that I was getting the hunger knock.  I’d been eating well during the course of the ride, but in the lead up to the 
event I’d not eaten anything like what I normally would.  The hotel food in Lourdes had been average and the portions 
small.  Understandably they were more geared up to feeding Catholic pilgrims than carbo-loading cyclists. 

I rammed a couple of energy gels down my throat, but as I went past the 6km sign with another 10 minutes of riding at 
least until the feed station, I was left with no option but to stop at the road side and transfer as much food as I could from 
my pockets to my stomach.  Around about this time I came across fellow Wycombe rider Ian Waterman and it was good 
to have a bit of familiar company if only for a brief period. 



I tried to establish my rhythm again and got the speed back up towards 12 kph as I headed on towards my next target – 
the feed station at La Mongie.  Now more than ever the text message from my uncle was going through my head as 
a mantra – “2 finish is 2 win”.  The trouble was that as I finally arrived at La Mongie, I was for the first time 
having to confront the possibility that I might not finish.  I left my bike, took my bottles and 
attempted to wade through the crowds to stock up.  All the while I was getting colder, 
and becoming more and more disorientated.  By the time I’d got everything I was a 
shivering wreck.  As I got going again I had to hold back tears, such was my state 
and fear of what was to come.  Getting to the top would be one thing, but it was 
reported to be less than 5 degrees at the summit, and I still had to get down a 
fast, cold, wet and misty descent in completely inadequate clothing. 

Once I began to warm up again, for a few hundred metres I was feeling revived, 
and the rhythm was almost coming back.  Those positive sensations were 
short-lived though, and it was soon back into the slog to which I’d become 
accustomed over the previous forty minutes.  2km to go and I was hungry 
again.  I tried to eat some more cake whilst on the move but it was almost 
as hard to chew as it was to pedal, whilst at the same time struggling to 
keep the bike upright at such a slow speed in amongst other weaving bikes 
powered by bodies almost as weary as my own.  So I had to make 
another unscheduled stop and just hope that I was putting enough into 
me to get me over the top and to the foot of Hautacam. 

Finally I reached the “1km au sommet” sign, and the effort required 
suddenly became comparable to what I’ve done hundreds of times 
back home.  It wasn’t going to be any worse than Whiteleaf Hill.  By 
now there was the odd group of spectators lining the roadside, and 
as I neared the top I heard a woman shout “Well done, only 200 
metres to go.  Come on High Wycombe!”  For more than one 
reason that brought a smile to my face, and sure enough, two 
hundred metres later, there was the famous sculpture of the 
“Geant du Tourmalet” to the right of the road, and the bar 
restaurant on the left that sits at the summit. 

For a couple of minutes I slipped into tourist mode, taking out 
my camera phone to get a picture of the scene at the top, 
and taking a moment to reflect.  For the last hour the fog had 
meant that I could have been anywhere.  Apparently this 
was the Pyrenees in July, but it could have been the 
Brecon Beacons in February for all I knew.  This was really 
the first time since the village at the bottom where there 
was visual evidence that actually this climb was a bit 
special, with all its history and a character absolutely 
unique. 

Looking back now with I can say with some fondness 
that I was - at the moment when I crested the summit 
– the latest in a long line of victims of the Col du 
Tourmalet, beaten up and tortured by its unmerciful 
brutality.  “Assassins!” was the word spat out by 
eventual winner Octave Lapize as he passed race 
director Henri Desgrange at the top of the climb 
in 1910, when the Tour de France first ventured 
into the Pyrenees.  Assassins maybe, but 
geniuses all the same.  The Col du Tourmalet 
was given its chance and stole the show as 
the charismatic villain, a role I can confirm it 
continues to fulfil with some aplomb. 

At the top of the Tourmalet there was a 
very helpful lady handing out sheets of 
newspaper for us to put down our jerseys 
for the descent.  Given my clothing 
situation this seemed a must if I was to 
stand a chance of avoiding 
hypothermia. 



“2 f“2 f“2 f“2 f“2 finish is 2 win”
inish is 2 win”
inish is 2 win”
inish is 2 win”
inish is 2 win” 

Etape du Tour 2008 by Peter Grace The first kilometre was far from easy with the cold, fog and damp road.  My muscles were stiff and I 
clutched the brakes nervously.  Fortunately everyone else was doing the same, and with the tight and 
twisty corners at the top, I was going slowly enough such that I wasn’t getting too cold from the draft. 

Miraculously the mist was suddenly above us, and there were even shadows on the road as the sun 
threatened to break through.  I was gaining in confidence, remaining comfortably aided by my 
newspaper, and able to start enjoying the descent.  I’d been concerned beforehand that there might be 
a few hairy moments with so many people going down at varying speeds, but things got strung out 
quite nicely and I found myself descending much faster than I was expecting.  As I got down to the 
lower slopes and the road became straighter I was getting up towards 45 mph, not super-fast for a 
descent such as this but more than acceptable to me. 

From the bottom of the descent there were 15-20 km before the final climb of Hautacam, and these 
were amongst the most enjoyable of the day.  Gently dropping from about 700m to 500m altitude, it 
was the perfect opportunity to get the legs spinning again and prepare myself for the last challenge.  It 
was also the only time on the ride where gaps had opened up, so I found myself in a group of about 5 
or 6, with a larger group about 150 metres in front.  I just settled into a nice steady pace on the front 
and enjoyed the scenery provided by the gorge that we were running parallel to. 

Quickly I was at the last water station where I stopped to top up the bottles and eat plenty of the food 
that I had in my pockets.  I’d warmed up enough to ditch the gillet and arm warmers at this stage also. 
Then it was on to Hautacam, 15 km to the finish, “2 finish is 2 win” still on repeat-mode in my head. 
The first part of the climb took us past the finish village at Las Balagnas.  This meant that the roads 
were lined my cheering spectators, sometimes two deep, and it was just the metaphorical push that I 
needed to get going on the climb.  Frank Fallon was amongst those congregated and gave me a big 
shout of encouragement. 

Onwards and upwards, and still the support came, from young and old, all completely anonymous but 
the goodwill was genuinely touching.  As I went through one village a young lad - maybe nine or ten 
years of age - had a packet of biscuits which he was handing out to the riders.  I gratefully stuck my 
hand out and accepted one, giving the most enthusiastic and appreciative “Merci beaucoup!” that I 
think has ever come out of my mouth. 

Compared to the Col du Tourmalet’s long, steady, wearing down process, Hautacam in the initial 
stages was more staccato.  There were some very steep sections, supposedly up to 13%, but every 
so often there’d be a couple of hundred metres where it just eased up or even went down for a bit to 
allow a brief period of recuperation.  I wasn’t exactly motoring up, but I was feeling good and passing 
plenty of other riders where there were gaps to do so.  Before I knew it I was going past the “8km au 
sommet” sign and the end was near. 

At this point we were getting up into the mist again and the drizzle was as persistent as it had been all 
day.  My energy levels were also starting to dip again and I knew that I would have to stop again to eat. 
I carried on for a couple of kilometres, cursing the signs as they said 9.5% for the next kilometre, then 
9%, then 10%.  Knowing that the average gradient for Hautacam was 7.2%, I was waiting for them to 
start telling me that it would be easing up, but that wasn’t to be.  It seems I’d already had the easy 
stuff at the start of the climb. 

I stopped to eat at 6km, and had to do so again at 3km, but whereas my troubles on the Tourmalet had 
been accompanied by a great uncertainty over my ability to cope with what was to come, I was now 
safe in the knowledge that I was going to finish.  It hadn’t been my best ride ever, and I could have 
gone so much quicker by doing something as simple as going for an extra bowl of pasta the night 
before, but “2 finish is 2 win” had been the mantra, which meant that I was on the brink of success. 

2km to go and the gradient finally eased up.  Just inside the final kilometre I went past Ian again and 
then, through the mist, appeared the banner that marked the finish line, and all the sense of 
achievement that came with it.  With a fairly tame fist pump as I crossed the line, I celebrated the 
culmination of six months of hard work.  It was not the result that I’d been hoping for a few days 
previously, but given the circumstances of everything else that had gone on, and the weather 
conditions, it was an immensely satisfying ride.  I collected my medal for finishing, having registered a 
time of 8 hours, 21 minutes and 51 seconds. 
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HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB  RACE 
RESULTS & REPORT   23.06.08 

High Wycombe Cycling Club’s  Adam Topham   survived  cold torrential rain to take 33rd 
place in the National 50 mile time trial Championship  held  at Ripon, North Yorkshire on 
Saturday.  Despite the cruel conditions he   produced   a personal best time of 1.50.16. 
An average speed of over  27 mph.   Adam was the only     Wycombe  rider competing in 
a field of 150  top national competitors.         Marlow’s Michelle’s Ayres  was also riding 
and produced a time of 2.4.53 to take 15th place in the national Ladies race. 

Heather  Golla   who took a year out last season to have  baby  daughter Lucy   is now 
back to full training and     found   good 
form   competing  in the  Royal Windsor Triathlon  where she   finished in  8th  position out 
of 70   in her   age group and    33rd  out of  the 270  women  competing overall. 

CP4  disability rider Richard Davies  continues his quest to better his times in preparation 
for the National Disability Track 
Championships to be held  4th – 6th  July at the  Newport   Velodrome in South Wales. 
Richard  who has Cereble Palsy  set  a personal best  time for 10 miles when he recorded 
a speedy time of 
22.51  competing 
in the Andover 
wheelers   event 
last Tuesday. 

Paul Lasenby 
dominated the 

12th race  in the Club’s points league,   he was the 
fastest rider in  the 14 mile Whiteleaf Hilly where riders 
climb  the notorious Whiteleaf hill at Monks Risborough 
twice.,   Paul’s  winning time was  37.33  Kevin Holloway 
39.23.  Paul Mace  39 56 
But there was an added attraction of  riding a third lap. 
Paul smashed that record set by Brendan Divall last 
year, four riders braved the challenge with Paul clocking 
56.51.  Nick Calkin 61.43.  Ralph Dadswell   63.45.  Ian 
Sands 66.24. 
On Thursday Paul   led a High Wycombe CC  team  to 
victory     in the Maidenhead & District 10 mile time trial 
held over the  A4 Maidenhead Twyford course. Paul   also 
took the overall victory  with a winning time of   22.14. 
Kevin Holloway  22.40.  Chris  Starling  23.04,  Nick 
Calkin  23.07,  Richard Davies  24.45,  Joe Holloway 
25.18, Stewart King  25.18, Bob Lambert 25.29.       Bob 
Lambert won the veterans on age allowance. And a  good 
ride from   Tracy Jaquest  26.58.   Stuart Smith 29.14. 
Wycombe took the  team of  Paul Lasenby Kevin 
Holloway and Chris Starling clocking an aggregate time 
1.07.58 

Press Secretary   Margaret Wright 
margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk      Tele:      01844.217517 

PB for Tracy 
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL. 
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk 
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Oscar is setting new standards in the corporate ground 
transport business software market. 

Oscar takes the Ground Transport Industry by Storm. 
Professional IT, the leader in software 
solutions for the executive hire, chauffeur 
and courier industries has set a new 
standard with the unveiling of Oscar, 
software specifically developed for the 
corporate market. Oscar has already 
developed a strong following in the City 
with an expanding client base which 
includes investment banks, information 
services, news, media and global legal 
practices. 
A true winner, Oscar’s star qualities 
include independence and a carbon neutral 
footprint. Without an incumbent fleet, 
Oscar sets the standard for today’s 
discerning ground transport market. Oscar 
allocates the most appropriate transport, 
monitors corporate policy, on time and at a 
competitive price. All with a management 
reporting system and booking experience 
that can be easily tailored to the 
customers specific requirements. 
Offering outstanding service, Oscar acts as 
the facilities manager’s right hand. 
Customer focus is Oscar’s defining factor 
and this has been refined by Professional 
IT’s team of experts who have in-depth 
understanding and over 25 years 
experience of operational issues. 
Seamless integration with other operating 
platforms and ground transport 
technologies ensures that, irrespective of 
the software the selected transport 
company utilises, Oscar provides easy 
integration for instant communication and 
information exchange. 

””We are delighted with Oscar’s early 
success. Over the last ten years we have 
dramatically expanded our customer base 
across all sectors of our business. We believe that with Oscar we are able to offer unrivalled service to corporate customers 
by the seamless integration of technology platforms, which link our customers with premier operators. Thereby reducing 
costs and addressing increasingly important environmental issues” commented Steven Smith, Managing Director, 

Professional IT. 



Aston Hill Challenge 2008 HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   30.06.08 

Paul Lasenby took the honours in the Aston Hill Climb challenge held  on Friday evening.. The mile and half long twisting Climb 
on the A40 up to Stokenchurch   is a deceptive physical challenge,  and despite a massive physical effort  the former world cup 
mountain bike  winner  fell short of the Club record  by a mere 5 seconds.  2nd  place   went  to  Paul Mace in  4.57. following 
very close in  3rd spot was  Kevin Holloway in  4.57. which  set  a new veterans record .  &  Richard Davies set  a  new Disability 
record.5.55. 
Other times were   Nick Calkin 5.23  Neil Wragg  5.40.  Stewart King  5.46 .Tracy Jaquest 
6.57.  Stuart Smith    7. 01    Ray Tyrrell  7.58 Pauline Erodotou   8.20 

Dave Johnson led a High Wycombe Cycling Club Team  in the Bristol South CC  50 mile time trial  held on the A419 at 
Aston Keynes  on Saturday afternoon.. Blustery  conditions did not deter the riders from producing strong 
performances  with   Dave  clocking  1.52.15.  Nick Calkin 1.54.13.  Rob Fletcher  1.55.26.  Paul Mace 
1.55.50.  Chris Greig 2. 00.15     The Team aggregate time for Dave ,Nick and Rob. 5.41.54 . 
Steve Golla now 2nd claim  to the Club clocked a speedy 
1.45.23 for 3rd place overall 

Sunday morning saw Heather Golla,  produce  a personal best performance in the Hillingdon 
Triathlon  held at  the Harefield Outdoor Centre.   Heather completed the 600m Swim,  6k 
Run and 25 km  bike   section in 1hr 25mins. Giving her a superb  4th place overall. 

Paul Lasenby was 2nd in the Army XC   Cycling  Union (ACU)  Enduro Mountain Bike 
Race  held at Porridgepot Hill near Deepcut in Surrey.   Paul  was competing in the 2 
hour event .  Rick Fetherton was placed  4th.  in the veterans 40+    4hour event.  While 
Neil Wragg,   just back from his trans Germany   charity  ride,   suffered    problems 
also competing   in the 4hour race  when he had chain problems he then suffered more 
problems on the 5th lap  when he was forced to have a  10 minute pit stop, although he 
chased hard fighting his way back up through  the field  he  finished in  17th place 
overall .   Neil did  have  the pleasure of beating Mark Webber, the Formula 1 driver 
who was racing for Team Red Bull,  and who  next Sunday will be racing on four 
wheelers in the British Grand Prix at Silverstone. 

Wycombe took another team victory on Thursday in the in the Maidenhead & 
District CC 10 mile time trial held  over the A4 Maidenhead Thicket . Paul Lasenby 
was again   in fine  form being placed 2nd overall with a time of 22.03,  Nick Calkin 
5th 22.43.  Chris Starling  23.03. Richard  Davies  25.12.  Bob Lambert 25.25. 
Cliff Grant  25.44.  Steve  Rouse 26.14.  Tracy Jaquest  26.19.  Ray Terryll 
27.49.   Wycombe were fastest team with an  aggregate team time of  1.7. 49 
from    Paul Lasenby,   Nick  Calkin and Chris  Starling . 

Paul Lasenby also was the fastest   rider in   Club’s  points league  held on 
Tuesday evening on the  Longwick Hadenham 22 mile circuit  where he clocked 
a winning time of 50.32. Rob Fletcher 51.16.  Dave Johnson 51.18.  Nick 
Calkin  51.25. Kevin Holloway  51.46.  Peter Lightfoot  52.55. Heather Golla 
won the ladies 60.49.  Dave Johnson was the fastest Veteran. 

In  very windy conditions  on  Saturday Richard Davies produced another 
fine ride   in the Newbury 10 mile time trial  held on the A4 at Theale  west 
of Reading    where   he recorded 24. 36    Gordon Wright  finished   in 
26.24 and   Margaret Wright   recorded 28.23 The following morning in 
the Newbury 25 mile time trial Cliff Grant produced 1.3.46. Stewart King 
1.6.36. but there was a 21 second personal best from Tracy Jaquest 
who clocked  1.9.35. Well done to everyone . 

Margaret Wright    01844 217517 
 Press Secretary High Wycombe CC 
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HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   7.07.08 

High Wycombe Cycling Club’s Richard Davies had a super 
weekend at the Newport Velodrome at  the National Track 
Championships for disability riders.    On Saturday  he 
won  a  silver medal   in the 200metres    flying start time 
trial and he followed this up  with a bronze medal on Sunday in the 1 kilometre  time 
trial  In both events Richard who competes as a CP4  had to contend   with  riders from 
a number of disability categories  – some of whom are bidding for final places  in the 
para-olympics  in Beijing    All   the riders performances are compared  to   national 
standard  target times  which are  set according  to  the type and level of disability  and 
the medallists  are determined from best individual performance against their  given 
targets.     Richard was over the moon with his two medals as he   has been training 
hard for this result with help from coach Dave Johnson. 

Taking part in the Masters National Track Championships which was being run alongside 
the disability championships  were  Stewart King and Tracy Jaquest who were  gaining 
valuable experience at this discipline of  cycle sport having   only taken    up  track 
racing this season. Tracy finished 5th in the 500 metre  time trial  in the 30 to 35  year 
old age group  and she held her own in the 40 lap 10 kilometre  event.  And Stuart also 
making his debut  at Masters track racing produced  a credible  performances  in the 
45 to 49 year old  750 metre time trial  and  the 10 kilometre   race. 

Adam Topham   scored an outstanding victory in   the Hemel Hempstead CC  Open 
25   mile time trial held on a very wet and windy Sunday Morning  on the  Bicester to 
Aylesbury road.   Adams time of 55.58.   gave him a winning margin by over one  and 
half minutes. 

24 year old Chris Starling  competing in his first 30 mile time trial held off a strong 
challenge  from   the more experienced Geoff  Powell to win the Club’s ‘Firth 30    Cup’. 
The   race was  held over the  notoriously slow   West Wycombe to Thame and back 
course.   Chris   took the win by  recording a very credible  1.13..00 to  Geoff Powell’s 
1.14.03   for  second place   Bob Lambert  came  home in 3rd place  in 1.23.05   4th 
place went to Tracy Jaquest  with a 1.27.21.  followed by  Veterans  Alasdair MacVarish 
1.31.10.  John Francis 1.31.45. and Ray Tyrrell   1.45.58. Again conditions were very 
wet and very windy. 

Two   club members  also braved the elements  on Sunday when they travelled to 
Newmarket to take part  in the Essex Cycling Racing 100 mile time trial in search of a 
fast 100 mile time as part of the Wycombe Clubs bid for national honours in the 
season long British Best All rounder team award.   It was for  both Nick Calkin and 
Kevin Holloway   their first attempt  at the distance.     Nicks adrenaline was given a 
kick when he punctured just  before the start but a quick change  tyre soon saw him 
reach the time keeper just in time.  Despite the very windy conditions  and a heavy 
downpour later in the race they clocked outstandingly  good   times    4.9.27.  and 
4.12.17 respectfully. Theses performances  certainly bode well for some very fast 
times   to come from these two the next time they tackle this distance. 

Joe Holloway took a fine 3rd place in the youth  circuit races held at the Hillingdon 
purpose built circuit  on Tuesday night . And   the HWCC   22 mile  points   league was 
won the Rob Fletcher  in  50.23.  from Nick Calkin 50.52.  And Dave Johnson 51.18. 
also held on Tuesday evening. 

Nick Calkin was again in the action on Thursday evening in the Hillingdon Tri Stars 10 
mile time trial held over the Great Missenden – Wendover A 418  Nicks time of 22.59. 
put him into 2nd place overall Chris Starling 3rd 23.01.  Chris Greig  24.30  and Cliff 
Grant  25.32. 

Rob Fletcher     finished  19th in the Hertfordshire Wheelers 10 mile time trial   held on 
Saturday  where he clocked  22.28. 

 Margaret Wright          Press Sec HWCC  Tele:.01844 217517 
email margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk 



A NEW TYPE OF 
MOISTURISER 
Udderly SMOOth® 
moisturiser cream is an 
amazing moisturiser for 
adults and children. 
It is a unique moisturiser 
that will keep your skin 
moisturised without any 
greasy residue. 
It ’s non-greasy, non- 
staining properties prevent 
chapped, sore and dry skin 
without even marking 
paper with greasy marks 
from your fingers. 
Use on your face, hands, 
feet or anywhere on the 
body this is amazing 
cream for children, 
sportsmen, gardeners, 
athletes, water sports 
enthusiasts, cyclists, 
eczema suffers, even 
office workers who have 
to handle dry paper all 
day without making a 
mess! 

Relieves 
• Nappy rash 
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding 
• Eczema 
• Psoriasis 
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment 
• Sunburn & Windburn 
• Dry, Chapped Skin 
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents 
• Cracked heels 
• Sporting activities: 
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding 
• Cycling 
• Scuba diving 
• Surfing 
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking 
• Horse riding 
• Hiking 
• Golf 
• Swimming 
• Gardening 
• Paper cuts 
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“I received your samples 
and my partner used the 

cream after a 400km bike 
ride had left her skin in a 

bit of a state due to the 

combined effects of the 

sun, wind & rain. 
The cream has done a 

fantastic job at repairing 
the damage in a very short 
space of time and I’ve 

ordered a tube from you. 
She intends doing Paris- 
brest-Paris this year 
(1200km non-stop)” 

Mark R 

AVAILABLE FROM HIGH WYCOMBE’s 
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HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   14.07.08 

Dave Johnson  successfully  led his High Wycombe Cycling Club Team to victory   when competing in the  North Middlesex 
& Herts   Cycling Association 100 mile time trial  held on  the A1    at Tempsford Cambridgeshire on Sunday.  Lighter winds 
and clear skys were a welcome sight after the  blustery strong winds and stormy weatherover the previous days. 

Some super performances  were produced    setting the Wycombe team well on its way to achieving national team honours 
by the end the season.   Dipping under the four hour barrier for the distance Dave Johnson  clocked 1.57.37 at the halfway 
point  before going on to a finishing time of 3.59.05.    Dave finished in 4th place,   despite taking a wrong turn at a 
roundabout  then having to hop  across a central reservation to get back  on course – a move that cost him an estimated 3 
minutes.   Paul Mace covered the first 50 miles  in  1.56.14  and was just fractionally outside  4 hours for the 100 miles with 
a   4 hrs and a mere 9 seconds  for 7th place but it was an 8 minute personal best  time. 

 Nick Calkin  1.57.08 at 50 miles and  went on to complete his century in   4.01.32  which was a super performance given 
this was in his second 100 mile TT in 8 days and was also another massive personal best time.    Chris Greig   2.02.15. at 
50 miles went  on  to finish with   4.12.19 – another super ride given it was his  first ever   ride at 10 miles and he  took   14th 
place.   To complete what was a   super days century riding  the Wycombe  team took the   team award with  12.00.46, 
which was  a new  Club team record for the distance. 

There were mixed blessings for another   High Wycombe Cycling Club team that travelled to Andover on Saturday.    185 
riders were listed for the Antelope  Cycling Club open  10 mile time trial held on the A303. .    High winds  on the return leg 
made the going tough  for the early starters but  heavy  showers were  the outcome for the later riders. 

Chris Starling was the fastest Wycombe riders with a superb  21.40   a big personal best time  by one and half minutes. 
Newly crowned national disability medallist Richard Davies  recorded a personal best  with an  outstanding time of 22.09 
Tracy Jaquest  took another big  leap   forward   clocking a PB  of  24.47,   while 61 year old Ray Tyrrell on his birthday was 
also in fine form clocking a time of  25.58   a massive  2 minute improvement.. 

Other Wycombe riders were Gordon Wright 24.53.   Margaret Wright and Pauline Erodotou clocked  28.03 and 29.44. 
respectively,  while 17 year old Andrew Colsell was one of the many  unlucky puncture victims and did not finish.   Paul Mace 
and Ralph Dadswell were fastest of the Tandem pairs recording 20.55. 

Competing in the Bournemouth International Triathlon the previous weekend, 32 year old  Heather Golla  finished   5th  in her 
age group. Strong winds meant the organisers had to cut out   the swim  section  due to a heavy dangerous sea.   So it 
became a 5km  Run,   20km   Bike, and  another  5km  Run.  With over 2,400 competitors altogether,    the Wycombe 
Triathlete  finished 13th  overall in the Ladies event. 

The HWCC  points league was won by Rob Fletcher who recorded the fastest time on the night from the    45 riders taking 
part  on the  Longwick  - Haddenham 11 mile circuit   Rob clocked   25.02.  Chris Starling 26.04.   Chris Greig  26.45. 

Paul Mace  sprinted to a fine  5th place in the Milton Keynes Bowl Circuit  race  held on Tuesday  night. And  four Wycombe 
riders competed  in the Hillingdon Tri Stars 10 mile time trial on Thursday and held  on the   Great Missenden Wendover  by 
pass Chris Starling   was fastest winning the race  with a time of   23.11, Chris Greig clocked a  24.13    Tracy Jaquest   and 
Stuart  Stewart King recorded 27.09 and 25.30  respectfully 

Wycombe riders also carried the Clubs name abroad recently when Simon   Holmes   and Tom Rodda  both achieved the 
Gold medal standard in the mighty Marmotte Sportive.  The Marmotte is a real brute of a sportive event with four monster 
Alpine climbs to be covered during  the 175  km route. Riders  had to tackle the Croix  der Fer at  1,360 metres  followed by 
the col du Telegraph and then with much respite   the mighty Galibier  at a staggering 2,640 metres.  And if that was not 
enough the final sting in the tail was the ascent of Alp d’Huez  taking riders to 1,850 metres.  Simon came home in  8hrs 
6mins  44secs and Tom was   not far  behind in  8hrs 27mins. 

 The following morning Tom took part in the Grimmpe de Alpe  d’Huez  climb   a massed start timed event up the climb.  He 
made it to the top in a time of 58mins. 45 seconds. 

Other Wycombe  Club  sportive hard men  were Peter Grace,   Ian Waterman   and John Edmonson who finished this years 
Etape Du Tour   which   was run off in some appalling weather  including  very cold, wet and misty conditions  with 
temperatures at the top of the might  Tourmalet climb  reported as being between 0 and 5 degs depending on how early riders 
came through and was reported to be  no   better at the top of the Hautacam  climb with visibility down to around 20 metres, 
Peter finished in 8hrs 21mins,   Ian    8hrs 27mins   and John 7hrs 45mins. . 

Margaret Wright 
Press  Secretary 
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Cyclosportives are the biggest thing in participation cycling right now 
for one simple reason; they make great road riding open to everyone. 
The Sunday Sportives take that principle a stage further. These are 
a series of superb sunday road rides, run to a popular sportive format 
and pitched a step down in difficulty from a full on Cyclosportive. 
They’re a perfect training event to keep you sharp through the sportive 
season as well as a great introduction to the cyclsportive format for 
the newcomer. 
Each event has a choice of distances, a full route of 120-150k, a reduced 
90-110k mid ride or a short 50k option (not available at all events; 
details to follow). And just as in our full Southern Sportive, you’ll find 

feed stations on the way to keep you going, rider timing and 
full web results service to see how you got on as well as 
catering and refreshments at the start and finish and of course 
that full event atmosphere to motivate you. 
So get the Sportive bug! Book in advance or sign up on the 
day* for all the Sportive action you’ll need this summer! 
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HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   21.07.08 

High Wycombe Cycling Club’s  Chris Starling took the overall  victory  and  the Fryer 
Cup  50 mile  Trophy in his  first ever 50 mile  time trial.   Competing in  the West 
London  Combine event  on Sunday morning  Chris recorded a winning time of 
2.3.13 after a tight tussle with team mate Geoff Powel who came home  in second 
place with 2 .5.00.   These were outstandingly good times considering the nature of 
the   notably slow course from Tatling End to Stoke Mandeville and 
Askett  then return  to Tatling End.  The course  with its undulating terrain,  atrocious 
bad road surface to endure, and to make the day even tougher,  riders   had to face a 
very  cold  head wind all the way out to the 25 mile turn point. 

The   West London Combine 50  mile time trial    traditionally  incorporates   the 
High Wycombe CC   ‘Fryer 50 Cup’   and  the Don Hill  ‘Married Men’s 50  mile 
‘Ball & Chain’ trophy .     Chris led   the   field from the start and was up  at the half 
way check where he  clocked    1.7.37    Chris together with Geoff Powell  and Paul 
New,  who was 8th   in 2.19.40 were also the clear winners in the team event. 
Paul was the fastest married man so  he won the Don Hill Trophy,        .    Tracy 
Jaquest was  third  placed  of the ladies with   2.41.06.    Also competing in their 
very first  50 mile   race    was Stuart King  who came home in  2.27.03.    61 year 
old Ray Tyrrell recorded  2.37.41.  And Despite going off course on the 
return leg   in Wendover,  Pauline   Erodotou  came home in 3.3.24. 

For Chris  Starling it was the end of a  good week as he was  also the fastest rider in the Points League on Tuesday with 
22.33. beating Rob Fletcher by just  3 seconds and Dave Johnson in  3rd in 22.54.    Chris  was  also  placed  3rd   with  a 
time of 22.48.   in the Maidenhead and District 10 mile time trial held on the A4 Maidenhead  Thicket course on Thursday. 
Other Wycombe riders included    Richard Davies    12th in 24.41, Bob Lambert  13th  1st Vet on age  category  in 25.21. 
Pauline Erodotou and Ray  Tyrrell competed  as a  two person   team to record  a time of   27.58. 

Father and son Kevin and Joe Holloway both won their respective categories after competing in the Wycombe Summit 
Mountain Bike race on Wednesday evening.  The previous day Joe had broken away with three other riders  in the 
massed start circuit series event    held at the purpose built track at Hayes Middlesex where he sprinted   into a fine 
second place. 
Kevin also competed in  the National Cross Country Mountain Bike  Championships held at Crow hill in the new forest on 
Sunday.   After starting at the back of the grid, Kevin fought his way up through the field of 60 riders over the   3 laps of the 
9 km.   course    to finish  in 23rd place    in the veteran category . 

Paul Lasenby,  a former National Mountain  Bike  World Cup Champion was placed   6th  in the 
National Cross Country Mountain Bike Championships   held  at  Crow Hill    near the   new forest 
on Sunday.     Paul   who was placed 50th in the start grid  was quickly into his  stride fighting his 
way through the strong field of over 50 riders  covering 4 laps of the 9km course to cross the line in 
6th place in the Masters category. 

 Margaret Wright Press Secretary  01844 217517 

Yellow Triangle 
Here’s an example of how the Cyclist’s Touring Club (CTC)  is helping more people across the UK 
to experience the benefits of cycling. A mum in Sheffield wrote: My son Will has Asperger’s 
Syndrome which for him manifests itself with deep depression and anxiety. Earlier this year at an 
appointment with his psychotherapist, he was asked to colour in a sheet of paper to reflect his 
feelings. He coloured the whole page black and used sharp, thick, heavy lines to represent his 
anxieties but in the bottom corner of the page was a small yellow triangle. The 
psychotherapist asked “what does this represent?” and he replied “riding my 
bike”. He went on to explain that when he is out riding his bike everything 
seems ok and manageable. As a result, we decided that we should ride bikes 
as a family and, with encouragement from CTC’s Cycle Champions Officer 
Steve Marsden and affordable second hand bikes bought from Recycle Bikes, 
we now have at least one long bike ride a week. Will has decided that he would 
still like to be a scientist, but he now would like to spend one day a week being 
a professional cyclist. 



GUIDANCE FOR CLUB RUNS 

Our aim is to make the club run enjoyable for everyone. These few rules if followed can help to ensure 
this. Non-members are welcomed to join us but please obey our rules and we look forward to you 
becoming a member. 

Conduct: When riding with the club you must: 
· Behave in a manner that represents the club in a good light 
· Act for your own and others safety and well-being 
· Respect your fellow club members and members of the public 
· Adhere to the Highway Code and all traffic regulations as enforced by all relevant 

local authorities 

EQUIPMENT: it is a good idea to carry spare inner tubes, tyre levers, pump, money, food and 
drink.  You never know if you will be on your own. 

MUDGUARDS: are considered essential during the winter months.  A rear mudguard with an 
extended flap is the minimum requirement, as the riders behind you don’t enjoy 
getting wet and muddy.  If you have no mudguards it is preferred if you ride at the 
back of the group. 

COMMUNICATION: warn other cyclists of obstacles like potholes, glass, parked cars and advise horse 
riders of your approach. 

THE DO’S 
RIDE: in pairs unless circumstances indicate single file to be more appropriate. 
ROTATING: within the group to share riding at the front. 
ADOPTING: a pace appropriate for ALL members. 
ALLOWING: the group to reform if it should become disrupted for any reason. 
IF: you drop off the back for any reason inform the group.  Loudly if necessary. 
THE DON’TS Allowing gaps to open up within the group as this disrupts following riders. 

Signal for cars to overtake us, as we could be liable if an accident occurs. 
HALF WHEELING: trying to push the pace up at the front. 
WHITE LINING: riding down the middle of the road. 
BEHAVIOUR: that is considered offensive. 

Phrases Often Used On Club Runs: 
CAR UP – OIL UP: vehicle coming up behind. 
CAR DOWN – OIL DOWN: vehicle approaching in front. 
EASY/EASE UP: slow down and /or be careful. 
INSIDE: rider coming up the inside close to kerb. 
ON THE LEFT: obstacle (parked car etc.)  immediately in front. 
SINGLE UP/KEEP IN: go single file traffic trying to pass. 
LIGHTS: traffic lights just ahead. 
CHANGING: front riders in-group dropping back. 
HOLE: hole or bad rut in the road. 

For Club Runs and Reliability Trial information   contact   Club Captain Jonathan Smith 01628  474101 or 
jonathanwsmith@aol.com 
Any Information of the above or and other   details contact: 
Club Secretary: Margaret Wright - ‘Daronda’  51 Cromwell Avenue, Thame, Oxon  0x9 3TG 
Tele/fax  01844 217517   margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk 



With three course meals laid on 

each evening you eat well all week. 
If you liked pasta.... 

What’s your poison?  Your vice?  What is it you protect above all else, perhaps unknowingly, an unconscious 
addiction buried deep.  Or perhaps it’s out there, obvious to you and all you know. 

I have a few.   But it is an interesting answer, if you get one.  I mean, it would tell you a lot about a stranger if 
they were prepared to answer, ‘what is your vice?’  You get introduced to someone somewhere and straight off 
you just ask them ‘so, what is your vice?’  It’s going to take them by surprise, you don’t prepare for that kind of 
question unless you are a Big Brother hopeful in a selection interview and then, when you get asked that 
question you jump up and down with excitement as you launch into your immaculately prepared spontaneous 
response illustrating that you are on the slightly wacky side of psychotic. 

So I’m out on the trail when I bump into a buddy who has a few of his buddies along with him.  Guys I’ve never 
met. 
“Hello mate, how you doing?”  He asks when we slide to a stop. 
“Alright, trails are in good nick at the moment”. 
“Yeah, true.  Sorry, this is Dave and this is Charlie” my buddy says. 
“What’s your vice?”  says Charlie. 
“Sorry?”  He took me by surprise. 
“What’s your poison, eh?” 

What Is Your Vice? 

Now there ars levels of vice aren’t there?   We’re all here, in the woods, summer’s evening astride bikes.  I’m 
not going to say,   “Bikes”. 
That’s stating the obvious.  No, we know that.  Cyclists all pretty much wear that vice on their sleeves.  We 
want to drill down a bit, find out a little more.  Remember, this is a revealing question. 

“Ti”, I say. “Titanium anything,.  It’s a fetish”.   And “riding somewhere new, whenever I can, finding a new 
challenge.  That’s what I need”. 
“Aye”, says Charlie.  He’s Scottish, a Lamont, from the clan based on the west coast of Scotland.  Don’t mention 
the Campbells.  I’m making this up as I go along.  He travelled down to the Chilterns to study and hasn’t 
returned.  He says he’ll go back one day. I don’t think Charlie ever left. 
Charlie smiles and says, “mine’s the Tour”.  I’ve got loads of bikes in the garage, mountain bikes, single speeders, 
a carbon roadie and ride whenever I can but I can’t miss a second of the Tour when it starts.  I get a bit 
overloaded by the time it’s over each July, but it’s not long before I’m watching reruns or reading some 
history”. 
Now, you see what a rapport!  I know from one answer to that one question, that Charlie and I could sit in a 
café, or better still, a pub and talk for hours without a single uncomfortable gap in the conversation.   And yet I 
know nothing else about him (I haven’t read the narrator’s previous babble) apart from his vice. 
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Vice 
The question’s going to work anywhere, cut to the 
chase, ‘what’s your vice?’  Find some common ground 
quick.  Say you’ve met the girl of your dreams, the one 
you know you’re going to marry.  Yeah, OK that 
happens to girlies not guys.  OK.  So the one that is a 
great shag but for the first time, the one that you have 
a real laugh with,  Sit in the pub together, drink, chat 
and run out of time so you get kicked out and just 
carry on chatting on a bench somewhere.  She’s 
special and you are going to meet the Dad. 
So the first thing he says to you is, ‘what’s your vice?’ 
Now here you can drill back up 
to your base vice and be less specific. 

  “Bikes”, you reply quick. 
By now you should be 
expecting this question. 
 Your reply could be greeted 
with a glazed look from the 
potential Dad-in-law.  A good 
sign though as he remembers 
his younger days, finding independence and freedom 
astride his 5 speed Carlton, bought by his Dad a long 
time ago. 
Or you could receive a “Never liked bikes myself, 
prefer football.  I’ve seen that Lance fella though.  He 
beat cancer didn’t he, then won that bike race?  You’re 
like him?” 
“Yeah, just like him”. 
Respect.  This is two ideal scenarios, handily, but 
you’ve got that rapport thing going, albeit here on two 
different levels but the question still establishes its 
validity here. 

So you’ve gotta think, ‘what is your vice?’   What do you 
covet, protect and nurture.  What would leave a void if 
removed from your life?   My wife, a fantastic person 
who would sacrifice anything she possesses to help 
anyone is, on the surface apparently vice-less.  She has 
nothing in the garage (no room), no addiction to TV or 
wardrobes full of clothes (again no room). 
“How come you have so many cycling tops?” she asks. 
“You can’t wear them all,” she says as it’s taking both 
of us to force a hanger rail gap big enough to squeeze 
a work blouse into. 

But, on a superficial level, you take away her coffee 
and she’ll get the hump.  Not the narcotic based vice, 
she’s quite happy with decaf, but the coffee time 
itself.  The break, the peace, the third place or the 
social interaction over a cappuccino.  Much like ‘the 
ride’. 
So we’ve all got them.  As I mentioned earlier, I have 
a few.  It was Mint Sauce for a while.  Jo Burt, the 
Rick Griffin of my generation.  I told Charlie it is ‘Ti’, 
but as much as I love the stuff I’ve got a carbon 
framed bike, a steel bike and an ally one.  If I had to 
give all my Ti away to be melted down for the war 
effort would that leave a void?  Nah, not so much I 
could still ride couldn’t I?   But if I couldn’t ride, why 
would I be hurting?  Is it the exercise?  A few days of 
not riding and I’m getting anxious.  Is that because I 
can feel myself getting fatter by the second or am I 
missing ‘the ride’?   I mean, if it’s wheels I’m missing I 
could still go out on the micro-scooter or take up 
roller-blading, they’ve got wheels like a bike.  No, 
na-ah.  Rather a big cyclist than a micro scooter. 

It’s a bike based vice, definitely.  Is it dry, dusty trails, 
could I not survive without those bluebird days?   To 
be honest, if mountain biking had never been 
invented, you could take away all the single-track and 
I’d be happy riding the tarmac to new mountain tops 
in new places.  Is it the downhill thrill, the speed or 
the feeling of flying?  The adrenaline rush of sweet 
single-track, a nirvana-esque flow through heathered 
moorland or pine tree lined woods?   The tarmac 
switchbacks clinging to the side of a coastal road or 
Pyrenean pass? 
Well there was one time (in band camp) we spent 
some time in the Alps just riding down and using the 
chairlifts to get back to the top, but you know what 
we all wanted to do after a while? 
A ride. 
Yes, just a ride, through the woods, to the top, back 
down and up again for the whole day.  That’s what 
we wanted to do, ride up, along or just to 
somewhere. 
So it’s not the up, the down, the frame material or 
the sport. 

I know what my vice is.  It’s pedalling. 

Raggy, UK.  I write, I ride 
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Marmotte and Grimpe de Alpe d’Huez, 5ththththth & 6ththththth July 2008 
TTTTTom Roddaom Roddaom Roddaom Roddaom Rodda 

In December 2007 I entered the 2008 edition of La Marmotte, which was to take place in the French Alps on 5th July 2008. 
The event is renowned for it’s brutal nature, which comprises over 17000 feet of climbing over a 109 mile course, including 
the Col de Glandon, Col de Telegraphe, Col de Galibier, before finishing atop the legendary Alpe d’Huez.  Every one of 
these climbs is regularly featured in the Tour de France, and each is considered a demanding challenge in their own right… 
but to do all of them in one day… had I lost my sanity?! Just to make sure I was totally toast by the end of the weekend I 
also entered the Grimpe de Alpe d’Huez, a mass start hill climb up Alpe d’Huez the day after the Marmotte! 

My preparations for the Marmotte went well – I lost 10kg between an admittedly porky Christmas and the beginning of 
June, which meant my racing weight was down to 75kg, which at 188cm tall was as much as I wanted to lose without 
looking like a skeleton. My colleagues at work were all very supportive – until it came to trying to persuade me to enjoy a 
beer, which I had banned from my diet! My training and warm up events generally went to plan – after returning from a two 
week training camp in Majorca with the Royal Air Force Cycling Club, I hoped to start competing in late May. My 
stomach had different ideas however, as I was laid low with a stomach bug for the last week of May. 
Having recovered from my illness, I completed several events, recording the 19th fastest 
overall time in the Highclere Classic (also achieving the 3rd fastest time in the Inter 
Service Competition), and was 7th in the Circuit of the Cotswolds. I spent 
the last fortnight of June tapering my training off to ensure I 
was fully refreshed for the two events in France. 

On Wednesday 2nd July I left RAF Uxbridge at 
0300 to check-in for the 0600 ferry from Dover to 
Dunkerque. I arrived in Dunkerque at 0900, and 
spent the next 12 hours getting familiar with the 
French Péage system, arriving at Le Hotel Pic 
Blanc in Alpe d’Huez at 2130 that evening, 
after a 580 mile drive. 

My intention was to ride up Alpe d’Huez the 
next morning, but on waking to thunder and 
lightning, which slowly evolved into thick 
mist, this wasn’t an option. Instead I took 
the opportunity to scout out the village of 
Alpe d’Huez, and stock up on 
consumables such as fruit and water. 
The weather cleared just after lunch, 
so I took the chance to ride the 20 
minute descent down to Bourg 
d’Oisans, the town at the foot of the 
climb of Alpe d’Huez. I wanted to 
ride up the Alpe at a comfortable 
effort level – the purpose of the 
ride being to get to know the 
climb, so that I knew what was in 
store at the end of the 
Marmotte. 80 minutes of going 
uphill later I realised that 
Saturday was going to be 
harder than I had imagined… 
but that the views might just 
about make up for it! It 
started to rain just as I got 
back to the hotel – the 
weather summed up my 
apprehension about 
Saturday’s ride. Grim. 
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I had identified Friday 4th July as a complete rest day, to ensure that I was totally fresh for the weekend’s races. In the 
morning I registered and collected my transponder and race number, and in the afternoon had a nap and prepped my kit for 
the Marmotte. I met Simon Holmes, who I knew through High Wycombe Cycling Club, for lunch. Simon was also riding the 
Marmotte, and we had trained a little together. It was our intention to ride as much of the event as we could together 
– so ensuring that we didn’t get overly excited and blow up on the first climb! I was 
going to be using the support vehicles that Simon’s group were providing – 
so avoiding the scrum at the feed stations provided by the organisers. 

The big day arrived, and I had a heavy feeling in my stomach – not helped 
by the pessimistic talk over supper the previous evening, which had 
covered topics such as blowing up with 2 climbs to go, and how to avoid 
crashing on the descents at 50mph… next to a 300 foot drop! Sadly it is 
not unheard of for competitors to lose their lives on the Marmotte, owing 
to the dangerous nature of the descents. I rose at 0445 to run through my 
pre-ride stretching routine before breakfast. I left the hotel at 0615 to 
descend down to the start line in Bourg d’Oisans where I was meeting 
Simon. It was so cold that I wore a large black bin liner in addition to all 
my other cycling clothing I was taking with me (arm and leg warmers, 
gilet, waterproof jacket and hat). I ignored the comments about the new 
look RAFCC team gilet! 

As my rider number was 3585 (of 6500 competitors), Simon and I 
crossed the start line at 0730, over 30 minutes after the first riders had 

set off. We quickly formed a fast group with several other 
competitors, and overtook hundreds off other riders on our way 
to the base of the first climb, the Col de Glandon. The road 

starts off amongst the trees, before frustratingly losing a lot of 
height with a mile long descent just 3 miles into the 12 mile 

climb. As the ascent progresses, it passes several lakes, before 
running along an exposed valley, which would have been much harder had the 

weather been inclement.  On our way up the Glandon, Simon and I continued to pass what seemed like 
endless numbers of other entrants – including one who was riding with one arm and one leg - huge respect to him. I 

understand he completed the event in just over 10 hours - an astonishing achievement. Simon and I reached the summit 
of the Glandon (6784 feet) 1hr 46mn after crossing the start line, 14 minutes ahead of our target time (at split I was in 

664th place). After donning my arm warmers and gilet, I stuffed down a couple energy bars and a banana as we rode the 
dangerous descent into St Etienne de Cuines, passing several crashes on the way, despite the efforts of marshals warning 
of dangerous bends. At the bottom Simon and I met the first support vehicle, where we replenished our liquid and food 
supplies, before once again joining a fast group of 3 other riders on the 15 mile flat section to the base of the next 
mountain, overtaking many other groups on the way. 

The Col de Telegraphe was the next climb on the route, and in theory the easiest mountain of the day, at only 5137 feet! 
The climb rises up on a forest road, with views down the Isere valley which are spectacular, and which helped keep my 
mind off the hard pace that Simon was pushing on this ascent, where my heart rate was around 85% of max. We refilled 
our bottles once again at the summit, to ensure we had enough fluid to get us to the top of the next climb, the hardest of 
the day, the 16 mile drag up the Col de Galibier. 
This mountain started easily, following a beautiful valley upstream through the pretty mountain town of Valloire. We slowly 
gained height on this road, and it was here that we started to see other riders struggling – a handful had pulled off the 
course and were by the side of the road, too exhausted to continue. I had to feel sorry for them – there were still two tough 
mountains to climb – both harder than what had already been ridden. 3 miles from the summit of the Galibier, the road 
kicked up sharply along the sidewall of the valley, using classic Alpine hairpins up this steep section averaging 8.5%. 
Simon and I parted company here, as he was not able to maintain the pace I was setting at this point. I was surprised by 
this, as we’d expected to ride at least until the base of the final climb together. As I carried on alone through the final 
stretch of this beast of a mountain, I passed more and more riders collapsed over their bikes, or sat by the side of the 
road, sapped of their strength. The road was exposed, as I was by now above the tree line, and the temperature was rising 
– there was a definite sorting of the competitors taking place on this gruelling mountain. With one mile to go before the 
summit, there was snow piled deep by the side of the road, and the sweat on my body began to make me very cold. As I 
rode to the summit I passed several British spectators, who, on noticing my striking RAF team kit, shouted words of 
encouragement to me, such as “Allez air force!”, and “Go on RAF!”. This spurred me on to push hard as I got closer to the 
summit, which I reached after 5hr 40mn, in 880th place. When I reached the summit of the Galibier (8681 feet), I put on my 
gilet and arm warmers again for the long 25 mile descent into Bourg d’Oisans, during which I reached speeds in excess of 
50 mph. The first part of the descent had some fantastic sweeping bends, and some much more technical sharp hairpins – 
I was worried about the heat in my brakes causing my inner tubes to blow. Thankfully all went well, and I was able to enjoy 
this rapid part of the course – it almost made the climb worth it! On the way down I met the second support vehicle, where 
I grabbed some more fluid and food, to ensure that I was fully refuelled for the last section of the course. 
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I got to the bottom of the final climb of Alpe d’Huez after nearly 7 
hours in the saddle, just ahead of my target time. This mountain 
is the most iconic of all the climbs used in the Tour de France, 
and the scene of many famous stage finishes of past Tours. The 
road rises steeply out of Bourg d’Oisans for 9 miles at an 
average gradient of 9% to 6102 feet, with 22 hairpins each 
named after a previous Tour de France stage winner. I reached 
the base of the Alpe with a group of 4 other riders, with whom 
I’d worked on the final 10 miles into Bourg d’Oisans, feeling 
very strong. I pushed hard over the first 6 miles of the climb, 
dropping all but one of the group. At this point, however, the 
exertions of the day began to catch up with me, and my 
legs began to feel like jelly. I was not the only one however, 
as I passed large numbers of riders who had hit the wall 
so close to the finish. Ambulances, marshals and 
paramedics were being kept very busy on this part of the 
course – dehydrated and exhausted cyclists were all 
over the road!  I was grateful to the cheers of support 
from the large numbers of spectators (many of the Brits 
recognised the RAF strip and repeated the cries I’d 
heard on the Galibier), and to those who poured water 
on my head to cool me down! The cowbells really 
made it feel like I was riding the Tour! I struggled up 
the final 3 miles of the climb, which stretched my 
physical and mental limits beyond what I imagined 
was possible. It took me 1 hr 10mn to climb up 
Alpe d’Huez, giving me a total time of 8hr 6mn, 24 
minutes inside my target of 8hr 30mn, meaning 
I’d achieved a Gold Medal Standard! I finished 
863rd out of 6500 starters, whilst the winning 
time was just over 6 hours, and competitors 
were coming in nearly 14 hours later. Many 
starters did not complete the race. During the 
event I burnt off 6500 calories, and my heart 
rate averaged 80% of my maximum during 
the 8 hours I spent on the bike. 

The weekend was not over here however, 
and the following morning I made the 
descent into Bourg d’Oisans once more, 
to the start of the Grimpe de Alpe 
d’Huez. After sheltering in the registration 
tent during another bout of thunder and lightning, and 
realising that I was one of about only 30 entrants who had completed the 
Marmotte the previous day, we all set off at 0900, and the temperature quickly got up. My heart rate 
wouldn’t, however (no doubt suffering from the previous days efforts), and it took me a couple of miles to get going, by 
which point I’d lost a lot of time. Once I’d warmed up I made much better progress and began to pass other riders, in the 
end just managing to achieve my target of climbing up the Alpe in under an hour, with a time of 58mn. Whilst disappointed 
with my position (45th), I was happy to have achieved a sub hour time – even though the winner beat me by 13 minutes! 

Overall I enjoyed a fantastic weekend of cycling. I raised over £450 for the Royal Air Force Wings Appeal by completing the 
Marmotte, which was without doubt the hardest ever day I have experienced on a bike, and on the final climb I was 
repeatedly asking myself what on earth I was doing! Looking back from the comfort of a chair as opposed to my bike 
saddle, I’m pleased that I was able to represent the RAF in both these events, and raise the profile of RAF cycling in the 
British and European cycling community. 

I would like to thank the RAF Sports Lottery, the RAF Sports Board, members of RAFCC  and HWCC who assisted my 
preparation for this event, all of the staff in the PEd Flt at RAF Uxbridge, and my bosses at work, for all the assistance and 
support they have given me to allow me to complete this event. 

TTTTTom Roddaom Roddaom Roddaom Roddaom Rodda 



HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   28.7. 08 

Paul Lasenby produced a stunning ride when he made a second and successful bid to break the High Wycombe 
Cycling Clubs  Aston Hill record held by the legendary Richard Clarke since  1982.     Paul narrowly missed the 
record a month ago and a second attempt was set up on Friday on the deceptively hard climb on the  A40 west 
Stokenchurch.   The climb    is one and half miles of tough hard graft   which   snakes up the Chiltern ridge and 
finishes at the Buckinghamshire country boundary sign.  Fridays attempt was held in dry conditions  with only a light 
wind and   sixteen members took on the challenge.    The previous record   of 4.35.8  has stood the several serious 
attempts  in the intervening years but no rider has come close to setting a new mark.   Paul Lasenby, is  a former 
National Mountain Bike  World Cup Champion  and  the previous weekend  he was placed   6th  in the maters category 
of the National Cross Country Mountain Bike Championships   held  at  Crow Hill    near the   new  forest.   Despite 
being   placed 50th on  the start grid  was quickly into his  stride fighting his way through the large field   to finish in  a 
superb 6th place  over   4 laps   of the 36 km course. This performance showed  Paul was in good form and 
ready to take on the Aston  challenge. 

Paul who still has a big following stormed up Aston Hill   giving it every ounce of his power, developed  from years of top 
class mountain biking.  So popular was the  challenge that a crowd  of supporters had  lined the top of the hill cheering 
Paul to a superb  record winning result.  Spectators   awaited the result from club timekeeper Alan Hiller who announced 
the time   of  4 minutes  and 34.70 seconds  a new club record  by a narrow 1.1 seconds.  Other results were:  Paul Mace 
4 mins 56.45,  Adam Topham 4 mins 57.57,  Joe Holloway  5 mins 14.45.  Peter Lightfoot  5 mins 22.61.  James Norris 
5mins 26.82.  Kevin Holloway  5 mins 33.86.  Stewart King  5 mins 37.36.  Gareth Batson 5 mins 43.11. Alex Osborne 
5mins 50.09.  John Lack  5mins 52.87.  Nigel Dowling  6mins 06.39.  Paul   Morrissey  6mins 40.89.  Scott Paterson 
6mins 47.74.  Tracy Jaquest  6mins 52.67.  Dave Chambers  8 mins  55.29.  Matt  Stephens Private  rider  4 mins 47.49 

And from Paul Lasenby himself...... 
Margaret just let me know the old record was 4 min 35. 08sec so my 4 min 34. 07sec beats it by 1.1seconds. 

When I asked about the bike Richard Clarke rode and conditions of road and weather the replys were varied, there 
seemed only a few people that knew much about Richards attempt mostly due to the time that has pased since. 
Gordon filled me in the most and I have a good idea of how it must have went for Richard. Still dont know if he had a tail 
wind, head wind or  if it was raining or not though? 
So just for the record I thought I would write a few words on how it was for me, just in case my time, like Richards, hangs 
about for a few years too. (Some bugger will probably beat it next week). 

Conditions:     7.45 start, Friday 25 July 08, no wind at all about 22 degrees, slightly humid but not too bad. Good road 
conditoin although not smooth black tarmac - more like the anti spray grey type they use on big dual carriageways. 
Bike:              Wilier Le Roi XL standard full carbon road bike, Campag Racord, 39t-53t with 11-25 casette, Conti gp4000s 
tyres. About 18lbs. No helmet. Rode most of hill in 53-17/19. 
Lots of supporters out! 

Paul. L 

Elsewhere over the weekend Dave Johnson led a Wycombe team to 3rd best placed team  and 8th place overall in the 
Shaftesbury 50 mile time trial  and held in Cambridgeshire on Saturday.  Dave clocked 1.49.02.  Paul Mace  13th with a 
personal best  time of 1.52.15.  and a remarkable  12 minute personal best came  from disability rider Richard Davies  who 
clocked  2.03.53,   giving the Wycombe  team   an aggregate team time 5.45.10.  The  winner was  multi national time trial 
Champion   Michael Hutchinson  who broke the national 50 mile record  with a 1.35.27. 

Kevin Holloway  just  pipped   new rising star Chris Starling   when the HWCC  held the second  Hughenden 17 mile  hilly time 
trial on Sunday morning.  The  first race was  held in April,    and   together with the Sundays  result  the overall time for the two 
events    determine the overall winner who is awarded the Chiltern   Cup . The tough  course starts  outside Hughenden  park 
and takes the riders up Cryers Hill to Prestwood,  and Princes Risborough  via Hampden Cross Roads, then   climbs   to Lacey 
Green and  retraces to Hughenden.  In very hot humid conditions Kevin Holloway clocked 53.43. 
Chris Starling 54.03.  Geoff Powell 57.00.  Heather Golla    clocked 1.3.22 just 33 seconds from the ladies club record set in 
1985 by Margaret Wright,   and School boy Joe Holloway 58.09 other times were :  John Francis   63.22    Chris Poole 65.12, 
Adam Poole   65.26.  Tony Briggs 71.21. Junior  James Ralph’s   71.49. 
The overall winner of the Chiltern Cup is   Kevin Holloway   with an aggregate time 1.48.22.  followed by    Chris Starling 
1.1.50.14.  and    Geoff Powell taking  3rd overall with  1.54.54. 
Other good performances this week were recorded   from  Junior  Andy Colsell  who claimed  a  personal best in the Andover 
Wheelers  10 held on Tuesday evening 23.45.  Anna Holder  PB  25.14.  and    Dave Lancaster clocked a seasons best  1.3.24 
in the Andover 25 mile event.    In the Hillingdon Tri Stars 10 mile time trial  held on the   Wendover bypass on Thursday  Stewart 
King clocked  24.45.  Richard Davies  24.50.  Tracey Jaquest  26.32. 

 Margaret Wright Press Secretary 



Club Hill Climb Comp 
Will the drama of last year be matched at this 
year’s hill climb competition on Oct 19th? 
The club run starts at normal place, normal time 
(High Wycombe High St at 9am Sunday) and rides 
to Britwell Salome for, first, the hill climb comp and 
then after for the fun downhill competition. 



HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   4.08. 08 

High drama at the start of the Western Time Trial Association 100 mile time trial 
held Sunday morning south of Cirencester, as Wycombe’s Dave Johnson had  wheel 
problems, within  minutes of starting the key event.  With    heavy rain falling and grit 
strewn  roads  Dave  punctured as he was being called to the start time  keeper  but 
fortunately   club mate   Chris Greig  arrived with spare wheels and after a rapid 
change  Dave was able to start without losing time penalties. 

50 year old  Johnson took the early  drama in his stride and   covered the 100 miles 
over  five    20 mile circuits  without facing any other incidents.    The heavy rain had 
given way to  a troublesome north west wind, which riders had to battle throughout. 
Dave  finished with an excellent  time for the day of   3.55.37. and put the Wycombe 
rider into 3rd  place overall and 5th place on age standard.    Kevin Holloway also 
competed taking 17th  overall recording   4.13.41 and remarkably  this was Kevins 
3rd 100 mile event this season. 

Adam Topham who had  sustained a minor leg  injury the previous day,    was under 
performing in the West London Cycling Association 25 mile time trial held on the 
Handycross Twyford course also  held on Sunday morning, but he nevertheless still 
produced  a quick time of 54. 45   to give   him 3rd place. 

Cliff Grant finished    9th in the Hitchen Nomads C.C.  25 mile time trial held on the 
A1 near St.Neot’s.  Cliff produced his best time for over  10 years clocking 1.00.34. 
giving him   not only   9th place overall   but    2nd  on   age allowance. 

Team captain Dave Johnson  successfully led a 9 man Wycombe Team to victory 
on Tuesday at the  Bicester Millenium 9 rider team time trial.    The 10 mile  race 
was held around the perimeter road of   Weston on the Green   air field.  Oxfordshire. 
The  mixed Wycombe team included  15 year old Joe Holloway who easily  held his 
own with stronger riders.  With a winning aggregate time of 22.23     the Wycombe 
team easily saw  off  the competition  from second placed team Didcot Phoenix  who 
clocked  23.43.    Wycombe’s  Full Team: Were :Dave Johnson, Richard Davies, 
Chris Greig ,  Joe Holloway,  Paul Mace, 
Kevin Holloway ,  Chris Starling, Rob Fletcher, James Norris. 

Another  Wycombe     team victory was chalked up on Thursday  this time  they 
were  facing an Inter Club Challenge  with the  Maidenhead and District CC.   The 
race was  held on the A4 at Maidenhead Thicket   Twyford course.    The winning 
margin was a massive 10 minutes and winning   with   an aggregate time   5.02.39 
based on the total of 12 riders individual times.   Leading the charge was Chris 
Starling who was 4th overall with a time of   22.22.   Paul Lasenby   22.42.   James 
Norris  23.35, Richard Davies  24.06, Stewart King 24.53,  Mike Chappell  25.04, 
Bob Lambert, 25,13,  Tracy Jaquest 25.25,     Richard Bull 26.15,   Steve   Rouse 
26.24, Ray Tyrrell  27.03,  Pauline Erodotu  29.37.. 

Margaret Wright 
Press Secretary  High Wycombe CC 



HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   11. 08.  08 

High Wycombe Cycling Club’s Rick  Fetherston   along with Steve Heading of  Whyte 
Racing UK,   took part in a gruelling  8 day mountain bike team  stage race held 
recently  in Poland and the Czech Republic. The first stage was a 10.5km mountain 
time trial followed by 7 stages each averaging around 70km  with some 2000 metres 
of climbing per day.  After an excellent weeks  racing  Rick and Steve  finished   2nd 
team in the masters category  and 8th team overall from the  160 teams competing 
from all over the world  that  were taking part. 

Wycombe Club’s Triathlete Heather Golla 
was among a grand total of 13,000 
competitors taking part in the London 
Triathlon held around the Docklands at the 
weekend.    Conditions were very windy 
and rough making the swim and bike 
sections   very tough going.    Heather found 
herself  diving into the  rough water   in the 
docklands with over 400 competitors in her 
starting wave.   She emerged from the 1500 
metre swim section in 26 mins. 47 seconds 
then reeled off a fast 25 mile bike leg in 1 
hour 7 mins. and 21secs for third fastest. 
After a 10km run in 47 mins 22seconds 
Heather came home in 7th place in her age  category which contained nearly 200 
female triathlete’s -  a 5 minute personal best for Heather  at this Olympic distance 
triathlon 

Dave Johnson and Richard Davies competed in the 5th round of the National Road 
Time Trials  Series.    The  event   was   sponsored by Rudy Projects and  held at 
Great Whitley  Worcestershire  on Saturday.   Competitors  covered a 16 mile undulating 
circuit   in wet and windy conditions.  Richard clocked 44.29. for  6th  place  in the 
disability category,   which was won by Danny Kenny who will be off to the  Para- 
Olympics next week.    Dave   took  6th place  in the veterans category and 5th  in 
his age group  with a time of   41.16.  Winner of the men’s event which covered two 
circuits, for 32 miles,  was 
Stuart Dangerfield who now 
lives in Australia and is  back 
here  in the UK on a two month 
holiday.  Stuart  who  was 
coached by Gordon Wright for 
ten years which culminated in 
his participation at the Athens 
Olympics,   and the Melbourne 
Commonwealth Games. Stuart 
comfortably  saw off  the 
challenge from national 
champions Richard Prebble 
GS Strada,   and Kevin Dawson 
of  Sportscover.Com .Spiuk/ 
JEJames  with a clear winning 
time of 1.13.30. 

Fifteen year old Joe Holloway 
who   won the last event in the 
Summit Mountain bike series 
held at Hyde Heath on 
Wednesday  was presented 
with the Summit Mountain Bike 
Series Cup  as the winner of 
the under 16year olds Summer 
Series. 

Margaret Wright 

HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB 
RACE REPORT     18th August   2008 

Heavy rain   during  the first 80 miles 
resulting in punctures,   were just 
some of the problems  Dave Johnson, 
Paul Mace and Kevin Holloway had to 
endure on Sunday .   The team were 
representing the Club  in the National 

12 hour Time Trial 
Championships held in 
Cambridgeshire.  The rain 
lashed the riders  as they 
had to complete two  40 
miles loops on the A11 
soaking the field of over 
100 riders to the skin. 
Fortunately the   grim wet 
conditions in the early 
morning 
eventually gave way to 
brighter  and warmer 
conditions but then strong 
winds began to play havoc. 

Each one of the Wycombe trio had their 
problems  throughout  the day with 
various wheel changes but they 
acquitted themselves with 
considerable courage   considering the 
utterly grim early conditions. The 
generally very poor  day  for a 12 hour 
time trial meant hopes for high 
distance performances were dashed. 
For  Kevin Holloway  it was an extra 
gutsy performance as it was his first 

ever  12 hour time trial  and the 
longest race he has attempted 
by a long way. 

High Wycombe Cycling Club 
members took part in the    Devil 
Ride and the Little  Devil 
Cyclosportive held  Mid Wales. 
Despite  very high winds and 
heavy   rain  Ossie Assam who 
competed  in the the  100 mile 
ride with s 3,100 metres of 
climbing    clocked in  6hours 11 
minutes to take 28th place  from 
the 264 competing.    Simon 
Hughes and Anna Holder did the 
Little Devil of  65 miles 
incorporating   2,000 metres of 
climbing. Simon came home in 
a time of  5hours 32mins    for 
30th place and Anna recorded 
5hrs 52 mins   for a superb  4th 
placed lady from a field of 98. 
Both routes took in the Devils 
Stair Case,  which has inclines 
of   over 25% on certain sections. 



Living in London, I travelled to the Scottish borders on Saturday, picking up my travel partner-in-crime and co-pilot Mark 
Harding en route.   We got to Dumfries in the afternoon, and made sure we sampled the local pasta (absolutely top notch!) in 
the evening for our pre-ride fuelling. 
Sunday morning and we made the short journey to the Start Village of 
Wanlockhead. This was ever inch the Ville de Depart witnessed during 
Le Tour - it seemed Peter and his team has commandeered the entire 
village: there was signs for various Car Parks, signs for Registration, 
Showers, Breakfast, and for the Start point too! 
The Start point was very professional with small groups riders setting 
off every two minutes. My group included Mark and Greg Lewis, and 
we were joined by a few strong local riders. 
Once out on the road, we were soon on a downhill free for all, this led 
to a long stretch of good stretch of undulating terrain. This led to good 
groups being formed on the roads, soon we had a pack of 5/6 eager 
wolves hungry to work together. 
We soon hit a stunning estate laden with orange tarmac - not dissimilar 
to London’s own Pall Mall, minus the traffic! - and with the spread of 
the road to ourselves, gunning it through this was one of the day’s 
highlights as we headed towards the village of Holestane. 
Once through the village we came to the first main climb of the ride, 
Dalveen Pass. We maintained a good pace on this, while ensuring we 
kept some in reserve for the remainder of the ride.  Working as we did, 
we picked up some great riders and soon our group had doubled in 
size to 12. We were soon on Greenhillstairs, as we climbed up the 
views that opened up beneath and all around us were mesmerising. 
We worked together well together, keeping the group tight and able to 
push on in unison once we crested.    We then got to the first 
feedstation, in addition to being very well and widely stocked, it was 
also well manned, the stewards taking bottles and offering up foods to ensure we were well equipped to continue. 
Duly refuelled, we rode over the Devils Beeftub before arriving in the Talla Reservoir. We all knew what lay ahead, such was the 
distinct silence that now descended over the group as we approach the ascent ahead... 
Soon enough, we passed the 20% at the base of the Talla, with crained necks, we saw the monster that reared way UP and 
ahead! I was also to discover that unlike many climbs where such a sign would be indicative of a part of a climb’s gradient, the 
exception with the Talla was that the 20% gradient ran for its full one kilometre: this was the longest one kilometre i have ever 
known!! It simply reared upwards and upwards, and the grind to the top was a long, slow and painful one! 

SCOTTISH FIRE ! The Southern Uplands 
Sportive   - Ossie Assem 



When I eventually got to the top, I was thrilled to have overcome such a climb, and I pushed on with another guy across the 
ridge and following descent. At the bottom of the descent, the group re-formed anad we started working once more well 
together, which was just as well as we faced a strong headwind. Within 5 minutes of this protection afforded by the peloton, I 
dropped my chain, and as I did so, I saw my protection disappear off up the road!! Having put my chain back on, I started a 
chase that, after some 15 minutes, i was convinced this was in vain! 
I was ploughing my lonely furrow as the road rose up and down, with the permanent headwind reminding me of my solitude on 
the road! I me to a climb leading up to Moffat, at this stage I vaguely caught the glimpse of a rider up ahead. I pushed on that 
little bit harder as i climbed, soon enough the rider was only a few 100ms ahead of me. Within a few hairpins, I closed in on 
him, at which stage the remnants of the peloton was scattered on the climb. I soon regained the front of the group, and 
gasping, i realised i had been chasing at pretty much 90% of my max HR for some 30 minutes. Regaining the group, i tried to 
recover, for another 5 minutes, i was unable to get my HR down such had been my recent effort! 
Finally, with my HR back down to levels resembling normality, we came across the second feed. I threw everyhing i was 
capable of getting my hands on, down my throat, and having quickly topped my bottles up, i pushed on with Mark and another 
guy from the group, while the other guys finished topping up their bottles and re-fuelling. We worked as a good three until a 
flash of white light came whizzing by in the shape of the eventual winner of the sportive. 
I jumped on his wheel, and not wanting to break with riding protocol, I attempted to do my share of work as we worked our way 
up the Red Road. Seeing the pain i was in, Graeme (we managed introductions after the event!) threw a small block of fuel into 
my right hand and shouted over something like “this’ll see to ya” as he did so! I hung in there for a little more, but as we hit the 
10kms to go sign, with my legs and lungs burning like a Scottish fire roars in the harsh winter, so it was that Graeme sprung 
away. 
Knowing i was so close to home, i worked as hard as my body would ‘accept’, before turning into the last climb of the day, 
Lowther Hill. Having the sportive finish up a 5km climb, on a private road owned by National Air Traffic Control, was the piece 
de resistance of the organisation and the entire SUS event, well done to you Peter on this huge feat!! 
With teeth gritted, i started my climb up Lowther Hill, and soon enough i was hitting the infamous hairpins. These afforded me 
rare glimpses over the stunning countryside that lay below, including Wanlockhead (itself the highest village in Scotland). In 
spite of some of the 15% hairpins, and short 20% stretches, i was overwhelmed with the ride up to the finish. To finish in such 
a manner, to be able to ride head and shoulders above all surrounding terrain, was sensational. I came to the 1km To Go sign, 
and with every bit of energy i could muster, i pushed up the final section, such was my pace in getting up there that i didn’t 

make it particularly 
difficult for the 
photographer to capture 
me! 
Finally, I saw the Finish 
Kite as i rounded the 
last hairpin, with one 
last push, i made it over 
the line and almost over 
the toes of the very 
welcoming marshal 
who welcomed me! The 
Finish Kite provided 
another example of the 
professionalism of the 
event, this resembled 
those normally seen on 
Eurosport during July!! 
Instantly, it dawned on 
me what an event I had 
had the privilege to have 
taken on as I stood on 
the top of the world. The 
views afforded, and the 
reward for such a climb 
and such a sportive were 

magnificent, and the efforts required to get there made this all the more special. 
As other riders came over the line, their response was similar to mine as we shared in the elation of the day. 
I rode down with Mark and Greg, when we got to the bottom, we quickly found the showers, and then the bar where we got 
stuck in to some good warm dishes to replenish what we had lost during the day. 
The whole SUS event, from initial communication, through to registration, and of course the very special ride itself, were of the 
highest quality. The only surprise to me was that the SUS was in its first year, such was the knowledge of the requirements to 
make a cyclosportive a super hit. 
The Southern Uplands Sportive is destined to be a Super Hit, it may the trip from London worthwhile, and I for one will certainly 
be back on the High Road next year!! 
Ossie 



HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   8.09.08 

Nick Calkin  took   a splendid victory in the first event 
of the Midland Trailquest Autumn series races held 
around the  Fens in Lincolnshire  on Sunday.    Thankfully 
many of  the trails and  tracks were ride-able and 
although it was dry to start with the inevitable  rain did 
sweep across later. Nick an Orienteering   specialist 
did have some gearing  problems which meant  he had 
to ride much of the route on a single speed after some 
running repairs.   But despite this and the fact that he 
may still have been carrying some fatigue from his  12 
hour epic event the previous  weekend  he  covered the 
Fens course in  4 hours and  finished first with 360 
points  and a distance of 99.6 kilometres. 

Adam Topham was 5th in his age category competing in 
the British Time Trial championship held in 
Gloucestershire on Sunday. Adam sped round the   undulating course at over  27 mph  to come home in 32 mins 38 second, 
but he had hoped for a podium  placing.    He should feel  proud of himself as he was up against some big hitters’ notably multi 
national time trial champion Richard Prebble    Adam  was just 50 seconds short of the bronze medal position. 

Kevin Holloway travelled to Yorkshire for the Team Swift 100 mile time trial and he was rewarded with a personal best time of 
4hrs  05 mins.  Taking almost 6 minutes from his   best previous time at the distance. This big improvement  will go a long way 
to supporting the Clubs BBAR bid. 

Paul Morrissey , Paul Mace, Ossie  Asseem, Greg Lewis, Mike Jones,  took part   in the La Lapebie  Sportive events  held in 
Luchon in  southern France at the weekend,  where  over a 1,000  competitors took part  in  one of  the three  distances 
available.     Paul Mace and Ossie Assem both competed  in the longest event   the  169km   Lapebie   and Paul finished 42nd 
whilst Ossie finished 79th out of the  186 competitors.   Greg Lewis was 120th in the 100km  Las serge la pebie from 585 
competitors.    And   in  the 100km  Guy lapebie event   Paul Morrissey came  home in 120th and Mike  Jones was  173 from 
a field of 220. 

 Margaret Wright  Press Secretary  01844 217517 

HIGH WYCOMBE  CYCLING   CLUB Key Dates August  - December 2008 

Sun    5th Oct Chilterns  Audax  UK. – start &  finish  Naphill     Tony Briggs 8.30 sign on 8.00  01494 714127 
Sun 12th Oct West London Combine Hill Climb Championship Windsor Hill –Wooburn Green. Alan Hillier 
Wed  15th Oct ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING -8.45.pm 

Voting for   Committee Posts for 2009 at the Club Room West Wycombe.    Proposals and information 
to General Secretary Margaret.  It is in YOUR interest to be there. 

Sun  19th Oct Hill Climb ( Britwell Hill &   Down Hill (Pishill )  entries on the line 10.00am hill climb. 
Down hill to follow on afterwards.     Alan Hillier 
The Club Run to the above events will leave the Guildall at 9.00amJonathan Smith 01628 474101 

Sun  26th Oct Calshot Track 1pm – 4pm 
Sun   8th Feb Calshot Track 1pm – 4pm Malcolm  & Greg 01844  216445 
Sun  early Dec. Newport Track       Malcolm  & Greg 
Sun   early Mar Newport Track 
Sun   9th Nov South Bucks Road Club  -  Double Hill Climb  Dolesden 10.00am Watlington 12.00 noon 

Refreshments at Northend Village Hall  Michelle  & Peter Ayres 01628 471704 
Sat  22nd Nov. CLUB ANNUAL DINNER & PRIZE PRESENTATION 

Princes Risborough Golf Club.  Margaret & Gordon plus committee  01844 217517 
Sunday 21st Dec Christmas Club run to Benson for 10.30 – 11.00am this will be a longer stop than normal. 

 We welcome all to join us even if you come by car as this replaces the Beer and Pickle ride. 
We will still be leaving the Guild Hass as normal 9.00. for a easy social ride. Jonathan  Smith 

 Wed 26th Dec Boxing Day10  ‘Longwick’ - Fancy Dress or  Serious (your choice). 
Refreshments  -  Father Christmas – Presents. 

OTHER INFORMATION: 

Keep Fit  Circuit Sessions  Start  Wednesday   1st Oct at the Club Room D.Johnson 
Margaret Wright (General Secretary)  tele/fax:  01844 217517 



This was  intended to be 
a brief  insight   into how  I 
become involved  with 
Nicole Cookes   planning 
for Beijing   with  some 
insights into the training. 
It has become  a bit 
longer than I expected 
but it  might the forerunner 
of what could be a very 
long article which I may 
never  get round to writing. 

No one was more 
surprised than me to get 
a phone call out of the 
blue from Tony Cooke, 
Nicoles father,  in June 
last year.   He came  to 
the point very quickly – 
could I help Nicole and 
himself  with her Olympic 
training and planning. 
Tony indicated that he had 
admired the work I had 
done with Stuart 

Dangerfield  that led to  his selection for the  Athens Olympics in 2004 and the Commonwealth Games.   I was really 
taken  aback by all this and what went through my mind was surely she is knee  deep in coaches and helpers. I soon 
learnt this was not the case and I thought well OK but why me !   But even at that point the penny had not dropped.   So 
why had Nicole not turned to the coaches at British  Cycling in Manchester to mastermind her training for Beijing ?  Or 
for that matter why  not the coaching resources of Raleigh Lifeforce her Pro team in 2007.  I soon learnt to my surprise 
that coaching at Raleigh Lifeforce was pretty low key and almost non existent. 

Nicole  had tended  to mostly go  her own way training wise for several years as a professional rider, but she decided to 
turn back to her father early last  year to help with her training up  to Beijing.   It made sense as Tony was the  key figure 
behind Nicoles success as a teenager that took her  to three Junior World Championship titles.   But Tony felt he 
needed additional  input if he was to help Nicole in the best possible way to an Olympic medal. I think he was pragmatic 
enough to realise that coaching and sports science had moved on.  He said  to me “I feel   out of my  depth”.   As it 
turned out he knew far more that he gave himself credit for.  I think Tony saw me as a reliable and an established coach 
who was  independent  of  the British Cycling setup   and some one who had  experience of coaching a rider to the 
Athens  Olympics and the Commonwealth Games in 2002 and in 2006.  Its history now but a deep rift occurred between 
the Cookes and British Cycling  back in 2000  as a result of   Nicoles  non selection for the Olympic  Games in Sydney 
despite  having all  the necessary credentials.  The deep distrust in the BC system  and the road coaching setup in 
particular still lingers on especially with Tony and hence why he was anxious to work closely with someone not part of 
the BC system. 

The  formation this year of Halford BikeHut   has gone some  way to building bridges between the Cookes and British 
Cycling  and David  Brailsford the Performance Director has achieved much but  a  gap still remains.   I soon began to 
learn  that Nicole is  an  intelligent, shrewd  and single mindedly focussed young woman  who  knows her own mind  and 
prefers to do things her way with a very small team  of trusted helpers of her own choosing.  So despite all that you may 
have read in the press about   ‘Team Cooke’  and the British Cycling support around Nicole no Beijing  training plans  for 
Nicole exists in Manchester.   Come to Thame  and I would be able to show you file  after file of long term  and short 
term plans  and massive amounts of heart  rate  and power  performance data that we have used all year to plan, replan 
and monitor her training  progression.    Only Jeremy Whittle of the ‘Times’  has really sussed the story,  and to quote : 
“ Cooke decides on solitary route in pursuit of the victory she covets most “.     But having said this she has access to 
all the resources at British Cycling and she can call on them as she feels necessary such as medical,   physiotherapy, 
dieticians and mechanics. And  for example she still prefers   to work with Andy Walsa the Swiss  frame builder when it 
comes  to her TT bike much to the annoyance of British Cycling.   But this is a story for another day. 

Gold  medals don’t come  easy. 



As for me,  well I have learnt so much working with Nicole this  last 15 months.  She is a very special talent .  We had some 
up and downs,   and it  was all threatening to come  off the rails back in May  due to disagreements  over  aspects of her 
training after one event went very wrong and  the whole programme  looked to be threatened.  Fortunately the shape and 
structure of the longer term plan  that I had put in place was  strong and  robust and after a short turbulent period it all gradually 
got back on track again. 

Working with Nicole has tested my knowledge to the very limits and motivated me to search for answers   to many complex 
questions. I shaped and reshaped and reshaped again her training plans back in the  winter until we had a big picture plan that 
made sense.  Then came the management  of the blocks of training and the week to week detail.   I used  some sophisticated 
software programmes  developed in Finland  to track fatigue and  recovery from which I could  provide  feedback on training 
progression.  One tool  amongst several that we used  was recording  over night heart rate traces which  can show fatigue 
dissipating as the athlete recovers,  or not  if the training load has become too much.  It enabled me to tell Nicole when the 
training load was  inducing  too  much fatigue and when she needed extra rest. Good recovery was  critical  at all stages. 
Likewise it gave me insight   to when her  body was absorbing the load very well and training could be pushed on even harder. 
A downside  was the sheer volume of information and how  best to feed it back to Nicole.  She always wanted answers to the 
question why and sometimes the answers were long and complex  because  we were working with cutting edge science that 
not even BC in Manchester use.    I was  periodically almost overwhelmed by the streams  of training data  coming back from 
Lugano followed by hours of analysis  and  endless lengthy phone calls and equally lengthy emails.   At  times  I was  under 
severe pressure trying to decide  if  the  data was  indicating  that Nicole was going over the top. Always in my mind was get 
it wrong and the consequences could  be  quite  serious.   The pressure and responsibility was far greater than any I had 
experienced with Stuart Dangerfield.   Always Nicole  wanted  to push on hard with the training. And just getting her to rest for 
two days was a major breakthrough.  I think I aged two years from January to July.   When a highly motivated athlete pushes 
the boundaries very hard the difference  between good  form and over training is a narrow margin.  I was certainly able to stop 
one episode of overtraining back in March that could easily have become quite serious. 

Well you all know the end  result. Margaret and I were invited to the Welsh Assembly for  the homecoming of the Welsh 
athletes. It was a moving occasion, we then went   to  a reception specially for  Nicole at the opulent Celtic Manor resort  - all 
paid for by Halfords  BikeHut.    It was  all a bit over the top but nevertheless rather  grand. 

And today as I write this note after taking to BBC radio Oxford  I received a letter from  the House of Commons   from John 
Howell MP   congratulating me on my part in Nicole Gold medal. 

Now I can take a rest  cant I ! 

Gordon 
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CLUB RUNS LIST 
May - August 2008  Meeting at Guild Hall, High Wycombe High Street at 9.00 leaving 9.10 

Club Captain Jonathan Smith  01628 474101 ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET FOR YOUR SAFETY 

*Flat ride: There are four flatter runs which 
are ideal to new members. 

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re- 
group at the top of hills, all other times we 
ride as a close group and consider riders 
abilities. Mileage = 50-70 Leaders: please 
have a backstop / sweeper rider.  Please 
note coffee stops destinations (11.00 
approx)  can change on the day due to 
weather conditions and the number of 
riders.  Please volunteer to lead a club run, 
even if you are unsure of a route there will 
always be someone on hand to help. 

I am always looking for new café stops, if 
you know of any please advise me. 

www.trailbreak.co.uk 

October 
Sunday 5th **Club Chiltern Audax**Starts at Naphill 
Village Hall 8:30 sign on at 8:00 
Sunday 12th Waddesdon 
Sunday 19th Club Hill Climb Championships Up and Down 
Sunday 26th Maidens Green     (*Flat Ride) 
November 
Sunday 2nd Wendover  Woods 
Sunday 9th Benson and South Bucks Double Hill Climb 
Sunday 16th Waterperry 
Sunday 23rd Tring Garden Centre 
Sunday 30th Dinton Pastures    (*Flat Ride) 
December 
Sunday 7th Winslow    (Long ride 70 miles) 
Sunday 14th Henley 
Sunday 21st Christmas club run to Benson for 10.30 – 
11.00am this will be a longer stop than normal. We welcome all to join us 
even if you come by car as this replaces the Beer and Pickle ride. (Will 
still be leaving the Guild Hall as normal 9.00 for a easy social ride) 
Sunday 28th Marsworth Blue Bell Cafe 

*Flat Ride: There are three Flatter runs, 
which are ideal for new members 
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HWCC News! HWCC News! 

It’s official, Lance 
Armstrong will return to 
professional racing in 
2009. 
Raising awareness for his 
cancer charity in these 
credit crunch times is, ap-
parently the reason for his 
return & Lance will be aim-
ing for an incredible eighth 
Tour de France win! 

What the world didn’t know 
was that Lance had already 
been out on a High 
Wycombe CC club run to 
check his fitness... 

Lance Armstrong 
makes comeback and 
uses HWCC Club 
Runs as preparation! 
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